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ABSTRACT 

71 

Electronic money usage is widespread at present such as IC traffic cards on the 

railroad. In addition to the railroads. places such as convenience stores. supermarkets. 

and restaurants. payment by electronic money has become possible in J apan. 

Use in the tra旺ïc system and convenience stores has become popular mainly in the 

prepaid type IC cards such as Suica and Edy from 2001. After that. 2 major groups of 

the retailing business newly issued the group cards such as nanaco and W AON in April 

2007. 

This paper analyzes the thought of consumers for about the IC cards. which has a 

big influence on the buying behavior of consumers. 

For this purpose. we created a questionnaire survey of using IC card on purchasing. 

We utilized the text mining method such as Key Graph. Reviewing past researches. 

there are some related researches. But analyses were based on simple accumulation such 

as common questionnaires. There have been a few investigations on this. 

The purpose of this survey is toexamine the thought of consumers about the 

convenience and the need of the purchasing with IC card. In addition. this survey seeks 

to clarify the general opinions of consumers concerning IC card systems. Moreover. this 

survey strives to learn about consumers' awareness of IC card systems. their 

expectations for IC card systems. the information they need. 

Some interesting and instructive results were obtained. These are utilized for 

constructing a much more effective and useful IC card system which should be popularized 

by consumers. 

Key Words: electronic money. IC card. prepaid type. post-paid type. point program 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Electronic money usage is widespread at the present time such as IC tra盟c cards on 

the railroad. In addition to the usage for railroads, payment by electronic money has 

become possible in such places as convenience stores, supermarkets and restaurants. 

There are two types of electronic money. They are categorized by payment methods. 

One type is the prepaid type which is centered around JR East's Suica, private railways' 

P ASMO in the metropolitan area, and Edy, which bit W allet issues. Another is the postｭ

paid type. There are some electronic money such as iD, QUICPay and Smartplus which 

are connected to the credit card mainly in the cell phone wallets, andprivate railways' 

PiTaPa in the Kansai area. 

Use in the traffic system and convenience stores has become popular mainly in the 

prepaid type IC cards such as Suica and Edy from 2001. After that, 2 major groups of 

the retailing business newly issued the group cards such as nanaco and W AON in April 

2∞7. They made the enriched card of the point program, and became popular for the 

payment inside the convenience store and supermarket. As a result, nanaco of the seven 

& eye Holdings jumped out to the top, at the number of the purchase payments within 

only 2 months after being launched in June, 2007. As the rapid popular包ation of the IC 

card being promoted, the competition among companies for getting new customers 

became . hard. 

This paper analyzes how electronic money is introduced into the market at present 

under the rapid popularization of using IC cards, which has a big influence on the buying 

behavior of consumers and how they will become popular in the future. While taking 

into consideration the advantages and the disadvantages of various kinds of electronic 

money, the development of electronic money using IC cards in the future is discussed. 

The purpose of this survey is to examine the thought of consumers for about the 

convenience and the need in purchasing with IC card. In addion, this survey seeks to 

clarify the general opinions of consumers concerning IC card systems. Moreover, this 

survey strives to learn about consumers' awareness of IC card systems, their 

expectations for IC card systems, the information th~y need. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The outline of the questionnaire 

research is stated in section 2. The outline of the examinees is stated in section 3. In 

section 4, analysis is executed. In section 5, remarks are made regarding the re 
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the analysis, and section 6 is a summary. 

2. OUTLlNE OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE RESEARCH 

We make a questionnaire investigation for using IC card on purchasing. The outline of 

questionnaire research is as follows. 

(1) Scope of investigation : Young Person, Japan 

(2) Period : Octo ber 2007へ-J anuary 2008 

(3) Method : Mail and self writing 

(4) Collection : Number of distribution 600, 

Number of collection 259 

(collection rate 43.2%) 

3. OUTLlNE OF THE EXAMINEES 

Out1ine of the examinees is as follows. 

( Sex (Q18) 

• Ma1e : 81% Sex (total) 

• Female : 19% 

( Age (Q18) 

• 18-22 : 33% 

.23-29 : 16% 

.30-39 : 28% 

.40-49 : 15% 

.50-59 : 8% 

( Address (Q18) 
Fig. 3. 1. Outline of the examinees (sex) 

• lbaraki : 0% 

• Gunma : 0% 

• Saitama : 3% 

• Chiba : 0% 
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• Tokyo 

• Kanagawa 

• Mie 

• Shiga 

• Kyoto 

.Osaka 

• Hyogo 

• Nara 

• Wakayama 

• Yamaguchi 
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: 9% 

:10% 
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: 49% 
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: 5%  

Age (total) 

圏 18-22

図 23-29
圏 30-39

田 40-49

口 50-59

: 2%  Fig.3.2. Outline of the examinees (age) 

: 0%  
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Fig.3.3. Outline of the examinees (address) 
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4. ANAL YSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESUL TS 

Questionnaire results are analyzed using three methods. First, summary by single 

variable is explained in 4.1. Second, Analysis by Key Graph is used in 4.2. Third, ana1ysis 

by Correspondence is used in 4.3. 

4.1 Summary by single Variable 

( Ql : What kind of electronic money do you have? 

1COCA is the most one users have, which is followed by Edy、 Suica、 PiTaPa and 

P ASMO. On the contrary, smartplus and QU1Cpay have only several percents share. 

Cards of payment for tra妊ic are prevailing. 1n Kasai area, 1COCA and PiTaPa are 

prevailing and in Kanto area, Suica and P ASMO are prevailing. Edy has relatively a big 

share in both areas. 

90 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

Q1 (total) 

。剖 ザdb pβQPgP9P0 ・3もががやOVトマボP ⑨pdQ引 がら神。ゅ
C!D'O~ ~ず⑥か~~... @包 ~p. ⑮(;~ろGGN

@ 

Fig. 4.1. What kind of electric money do you have? 
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Q1 (Kansaj) 
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Fig.4.2. What kind of electric money do you have (Kansaj)? 

Q1 (Kanto) 
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Fig.4.3. What kind of electric money do you have (Kanto)? 
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( Q2 : What kind of electronic money do you use? 

The tendency is similar to the result of Q 1. Edy is slightly decreasing compared with 

Q1 (Fig. 4.1よ

02 (total) 
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Fig.4.4. What kind of electric money do you use? 

02 (Kansai) 
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Fig.4.5. What kind of electric money do you use (Kansai)? 
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10 

5 

。

02 (Kanto) 

グ 〆/ @かがが

Fig.4.6. What kind of electric money do you use (Kanto) ? 

( Q3 : What kind of electronic money do you use the most? 

The tendency is also similar to the result of Ql and Q2. Comparing the result of Ql and 

Q2, Edy is not so used in Kansai area in spite of the condition that card holding rate is 

rather high. 

03 (total) 
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Fig. 4.7. What kind of electric money do you use the most? 
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03 (Kansai) 
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Fig.4.8. What kind of electric money do you use the most (Kansai)? 

02 (Kanto) 

が〆/。@//針。ヘfG3/。/
Fig.4.9. What kind of electric money do you use the most (Kanto) ? 

( Q4 : Why is that? 

“ Able to use as a ticket for a railway and /or bus" and “ Able to sett1e payment without 

having change" are dominant. Comparing Kansai area with Kanto area, the former one 

selects “ Because it is a post-paid style" and “ Charging money is troublesome" much 
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more than the latter one. It may be because PiTaPa. which is well used in Kansai area. 

1S “ Post-paid style and is also the style that charging money is not required". 

04 (total) 

20 

。
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Fig.4.10. Why is that (04)? 
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Fig.4.11. Why is that (04: Kansaj) ? 
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Q4 (Kanto) 

\とごと詩吟勺巧:%かた:!?
Fig.4.12. Why is that (04: Kanto)? 

( Q 5 : What kind of method do you most often use when riding on a railway? 

Pre-paid style (about 80%) is dominant. ICOCA (about 40%) is the most among them. 

05 (total) 

Fig. 4. 13. What kind of method do you most 0代en use? 
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05 (Kansai) 05 (Kanto) 

9% 

47% 

Fig.4.14. What kind of method do you most often Fig. 4. 15. What kind of method do you most often 
use (Kansai) ? use (Kanto)? 

( Q6 : Why is that? 

“ Able to use as a ticket for a railway and /or bus" “ Able to use when riding on the 

railway" and “ Able to settle payments without having change" are dominant items. 

20 

。

Q6 (total) 

川ろとfe之寸々と ØOI}~今号令ぞかi90v.
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θ 

Fig.4.16. Why is that (06)? 
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06 (Kansai) 
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Fig.4.17. Why is that (06: Kansai)? 

06 (Kanto) 
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Fig.4.18. Why is that (06: Kansai) ? 
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( Q7 : Do you know the electronic money nanaco, released by Seven & 1 holding in 

spring, 2007? 

As for nanaco, 50% examinees do not know in kansai area, while about 30% do not know 

in Kanto area. 

9% 

07 (total) 

図①00 not know 比

四②Slightly not sure 
圏③Ordinary level 
日④Slightly know 比

口⑤Know 比 very well 

Fig. 4. 19. 00 you know nanaco? 

07 (Kansai) Q7 (Kanto) 

18% 

図①00 not know 社

回②Slightly not sure 

圏③Ordinary level 

回④Slight防 know 比

ロ⑤Kn州民 very well 

45% 

図①00 not know 比
図②Slightly not sure 

固③Ordinary level 

回④Sligl叫 know 比

9% I ロ⑤Know 比四町 well

Fig.4.20. 00 you know nanaco (Kansai)? Fig.4.21. 00 you know nanaco (Kanto)? 

( Q8: Do you want to use the electric money nanaco? 

About 70% examinees do not want to use nanaco in both areas. 
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Q8 (total) 

31% 

図①00 not think so 

四②Slightly 伽't めinkso

圏③0油国y level 

臼④Sligh甘y think so 

口⑤Think so very much 

Fig. 4.22. 00 you want to use nanaco? 

Q8 (Kansai) Q8 (Kanto) 

29% 

図①00 not 出ink s。

図②Slightly don't think s。

園③Ordinary level 
%1 官
四④Sligl、tIY仙ink s。

口⑤刊ink .0 very much 

Fig.4.22. 00 you want to use nanaco (Kansai)? 

( Q9 : Why is that? 

図①00 not 廿link s。

図②Sligh世y 白山由ink同

園 (3)Ordinarv level 40% I 喧》町
回④Slightly think .。

ロ⑤刊ink so v町 much

Fig.4.22. 00 you want to use nanaco (Kanto)? 

The answer “ Able to use at convenience store" was slightly much more for who 

answered “ want to use it" in Q8. Those who selected “ Able to get additional points" 

in Kansai area were more than those of Kanto area. It may be because they can get 

additional points by using PiTaPa. 
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Fig.4.23. Why is that (09) ? 

09 (Kansai) 
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Fig.4.24. Why is that (09: Kansaj) ? 
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( QI0: Do you know the electronic money WAON released by ION Co・ Ltd. ， in spring, 

2007? 

10 

5 

。

Q9 (Kanto) 

@co@匂 @Gbv % 、。⑥Q比九十 ⑧々 n
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Fig.4.25. Why is that (09: Kanto) ? 

About 65% examinees answered that they do not know it 

( Qll : Do you want to use the electronic money W AON? 

20% 

7% 

010 (total) 

図①Do not know 託

四②Slightly not know 比
圏③Ordinary level 
回④Slightly know 託

口⑤Know 比 very much 

Fig.4.26. Do you know WAON? 
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17% 

010 (Kansai) 
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園③Ordinary level 

団④Slightly know 比

口⑤Know 比四町 much

010 (Kanto) 

7% 

図①00 n叫 know 比

図②Sli酌tly not kn州民

図③Ordinary level 

団④Slightly kn聞社

ロ⑤Know 証明町 much

Fig.4.27. 00 you know WAON (Kansai)? Fig.4.28. 00 you know WAON (Kanto)? 

79% examinees answered that they do not want to use it. 

011 (Kansai) 

011 (total) 

図①00 not think 50 

四②Slightly not think 50 

圏③Ordinary level 

回④Slightly think 50 

ロ⑤Think 50 very much 

Fig.4.29. 00 you want to use nanaco? 

図①00 not think s。
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口⑤刊ink so very much 

22% 

011 (Kanto) 

4% 2% 図①00 not 出nk s。

回②SIi前世y not think 80 

闘③Orcinary level 

回④Sligh助出ink s。
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Fig.4.30. 00 you want to use nanaco (Kansai) ? Fig.4.31. 00 you want to use nanaco (Kanto)? 
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( Q12 : Why is that? 

Those who want to use it selected the items “ Able to sett1e payment without having 

change". But the point is rather low and they are weak on the whole. 

012 (total) 
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Fig.4.32. Why is that (012)? 
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Fig.4.33. Why is that (012: Kansai) ? 
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5 

。

Q12 (Kanto) 
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Fig.4.34. Why is that (Q12: Kanto) ワ

( Q13 : What is an important point when you use electronic money? 

“ Able to use when buying at the shop usually used",“There are many shops in which 

electronic money can be used", are selected well. 

160 
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Fig.4.35. What is an impoはant point? 
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013 (Kansaj) 
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Fig.4.36. What is an important point (Kansai) ? 

013 (Kanto) 
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Fig.4.37. What is an impo吋ant point (Kanto)? 
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( Q14 : Where do you use electronic money most often? 

“ Convenience store" and “ Shop in station" are selected well for the place electronic 

money is used. Much di妊'erences have been revealed for the usage by Kanto area and 

by Kansai area. As for convenience store, about 45% in Kansai area while about 25% 

in Kanto area. On the other hand, as for shop in station, 15% in Kansai area and about 

40% in Kanto area. 

014 (Kansai) 

014 (total) 

24% 

図①Convenience store 
図②Super market 
図③Shop in station 
国④Book store 
図⑤Library
田⑥Vending Machine 
ロ⑦Miscellaneous

Fig.4.38. Where do you use? 

図①Convenience store 

図②Super market 
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B ④目。ok st。開

回⑤Libra町

014 (Kanto) 

図①Convenience 由阿

国②Su田r market 

園③Shop in 品ation
E ( Book sto問
回⑤Libra叩

口⑥'Vending Machine 

ロ⑦M町ellaneous
ロ⑥伽ding Mach�e 

l ロ⑦Miscella2% I 

4釣も

Fig.4.39. Where do you use (Kansai)? Fig.4.40. Where do you use (Kanto) つ

( Q15 : How many often do you spend electronic money in a month? 

Usage of 1 ~9 frequencies in a month occupies nearly half of the share. 1 ~2 times in a 

week would be often the case. 
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Q15 (total) 

7% 

14% 

47% 

Fig.4.41. How many often do you spend? 

Q15 (Kansai) Q15 (Kanto) 

B% I;;:~記入三唱の I I 4% 

15%&欝欝幾拡j:f..際畿管襲撃を議議員 」ニ一一一...J I 11% 

46% 切手必必傍線機事選溺撃す 53%

Fig.4.42. How many often do you spend (Kansai)? Fig.4.43. How many often do you spend (Kanto)? 

( Q16: How much electronic money do you spend in a month? 

Usage money of 0-3000yen in a month takes near1y haIf of the share. Amount of usage 

by electronic money is rather small. 

Q16 (total) 

7% 
図①-999

四②1000-2999
図③3000-4999

国④5000-9999
田⑤10000-19999
ロ⑥120000-

Fig.4.44. How much do you spend? 
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Q16 (Kansai) Q16 (Kanto) 

9% 4% 

7% 35% 

Fig.4.45. How much do you spend (Kansai)? Fig.4.46. How much do you spend (Kanto)? 

( Q17 : What do you expect for electronic money in the future? 

“ Combine plural electronic money", " Increase the amount of shops in which electronic 

money can be used",“Add additional service such as points, discounts" and “ Strengthen 

security" are the dominant answers. 

40 

20 

。

Q17 (total) 

%。之愉輪競融開時恥??s
Fig.4.47. What do you expect? 
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Fig.4.48. What do you expect (Kansai)? 

Q17 (Kanto) 

10 
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②Co免税踊脇被開椛恥??s
Fig.4.49. What do you expect (Kanto) ? 
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4.2. Analysis using Key Graph 

Key Graph is a method to visualize the data structure using key words. Data 

occurrences at the same period of time are exhibited by the link of Key Graph. We use 

Key Graph software [7]. 

(1) What kind of electronic money do you use the most? / Why is that? 

• ( Miscellaneous 

• ﾘSuica 

• �re-paid style 

• @On恥 have that kind 01 elect悶nlc meney 

@AbletouゴERedsh叩ーコ・

( Get addition poin桔

¥ 
、

@iD 

.... vvnanaco 

( WAON • 
@Chargﾎng money is trouble some 

Fig.4.50. What kind of electronic money do you use the most? / Why is that? 

Two clusters are formed. One is a railway card cluster which uses “ Suica" “ PASMO" 

“ ICOCA" and “ PiTaPa". “ Able to use as a ticket for a railway and/or buよ，“Able to 

sett1e payments without having change" are the main reasons to hold. 

Another cluster is a shopping card cluster which uses “ Edy",“nanaco" and “iD". 

“ Able to use where buying at the shop usually used",“Able to get additional points" are 

the main reasons to hold which implies that they choose convenience and incentive of 

getting points. 
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(2) What kind of method do you most 0食en use when riding on a railway? / Why is that? 

• ( Able 10 u担 by mobile phone • ( Miscellaneous 

( ICOCA @Railway usually use 

Fig.4.51. What kind of electronic money do you use the most? I Why is that? 

One big cluster is formed. “ Suica",“PASMO",“ICOCA" and “ PiTaPa" are all selected. 

“Because it is a post-paid style" and 

simultaneously for the reason 0ぱf using “P目i汀TaPa".

(3) Do you want to use the electronic money nanaco? 

One big cluster is formed. “ Able to use at convenience stores",“Able to settle payments 

without having change",“Able to get additional points", etc. are esteemed. 

ぷ土neous

@Exchange 同ints

Fig.4.52. Do you want to use theelectronic money nanaco ? 
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(4) What is an important point when you use electronic money?/ How manyo貨en do 

you spend electronic money in a month?/ How much electronic money do you spend 

in a month? 

ー@Ample service besides 凹int and discount 

@Easy tii ~andle 
• @30~39 

' <Z>Miscellaneous 

• ( Convenient to settle money 

• @2~29 • @目。時計ore

@Many places when we c田 chare:e money 

①九\
/\可

/ <D司-999

r也
@1∞日~2999

-
串
ト

@
 

/
 イM

-
@
 

一
加

事
@4仔』

、

、

ー@1日日閃~19999

高島
③3凹O~4999

• @Manyp田ple use 羡 

6 
ﾘ5uper store 

• @2即日~

争
⑪Ha時 W凶h in charging money 

---~曹
.'--日@淀川ing Machine 

@Shop ;， stat剛
ー品目目白日手宇 @Upperb出nd re時計riction when using 

@Miscellaneous 
( Mobile phone 

Fig.4.53. What is an impo吋ant point when you use electronic money?/ How many often do you spend 

electronic money in a month?/ How much electronic money do you spend in a month? 

One big c1uster is formed. Items concerning convenience such as “ Able to use when 

buying at the shop usually used". “ There are many shops in which electronic money can 

be used" are esteemed especially. Next. items concerning an additional value such as 

“ Points are added". “ Discount" follow them. 

Heavy users who spend electronic money more than 40 times in a month. and those 

who use 10.000-19.999 yen select “ Able to confirm purchase history". This item has 

strong connection with such items as “ Security is strengthened". “ Able to confirm 

residual money". “ Reliable company issues electronic money". which imply having higher 

order of needs. 
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(5) What is an important point when you use electronic money? / How about the 

situation using electronic money? / What do you expect for electronic money in the 

future? 

ー<l>M隠cellaneous

'一~ー一一- -+--ー一一一一一・②叩舶、.2999
①1~9 ①~9gg • @20~29 ー@Shop in 剖ation ・

( Convenient to settle mone) 
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凶F
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( Add addilionals町Ylces

レ--<Il>附sa吋ded
<l>D町出nl

②Slrenglhen 問curity

./ 111 
..' ( Certification of card owner 山間 the user 田e Ihe nel bank 

@Charge by vari削s mea問

知、一一一目、一
@Able 10 use by mobile phon"~' .. ，-ー一一一・

ﾘCombination of various functior官

ー@Easy explar凶on ho", 10 handle • <2>10-19 • @Security is 前開glhen

Fig.4, 54. What is an important point when you use electronic money? / How about the situation using 

electronic moneyワ/ What do you expect for electronic money in the future? 

One definite cluster and vague cluster (co-occurrence rate is rather low) are formed. 

1n the de五nite cluster,“Able to use when buying at the shop usually used",“There are 

many shops in which electronic money can be used ",“Add additional services such as 

points, discounts",“Points are added",“Combine plural electronic money",“1ncreased 

amount of shops in which electronic money can be used" are selected well. 

1n another cluster,“Able to confirm residual money",“Able to confirm purchase 

history",“Reliable company issues electronic money",“Able to change by various means" 

are selected well which contains rather high needs. Heavy users select “ Able to con宣rm

purchase historyへ
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(6) Do you want to use the electronic money nanaco?/ Why is that? 

• @伽Iy 陥咽 that kind 01 electronic meney 

• <Z> P，e甲ðid style 

Female 

Fig.4.55. Do you want to use the electronic money nanaco? / Why is that? 

Two clusters are formed. One is a cluster exhibited on the upper right in Fig. 4. 55. “ Able 

to use at convenience stores",“Able to sett1e payments without having change",“Able 

to get additional points",“Able to use when buying at the shop usually used" are 

selected well which have the positive meaning. On the other hand, another cluster forms 

by the contents of negative attitude for having card. 

(7) Do you want to use the electronic money WAON?/ Why is that? 

Two clusters are formed. One is the left-hand side cluster which has the positive 

meaning such as “ Able to settle payments without having change",“Able to get 

additional points",“Able to use when buying at the shop usually used". Another one is 

a cluster which has the negative meaning. 
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Fig.4.56. Do you want to use the electronic money WAON?/ Why is that? 

4.3. Correspondence Analysis 

(1) What is an important point when you use electronic money? 

Two clusters are formed. One is a cluster concerning convenience such as “ Able to 

use when buying at the shop usually used",“There are many shops in which electronic 

moriey can be used",“Easy to handle",“Able to use via mobile phone",“There are many 

places when we can change money",“Able to charge by various means". Another one 

is a cluster concerning high level request for reliability of card such as “ Security is 

strengthened" ,“Able to confirm residual money",“Able to confirm purchase history", 

“ Many people use it". 
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Column point ofQ13 
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Fig.4.57. What is an impoはant point when you use electronic money? 

5. REMARKS 

6 

1COCA is the most one users have, which is followed by Edy, Suica, PiTaPa and P ASMO. 

On the contrary, smartplus and QU1Cpay have only several percents share. Cards of 

payment for traffic are prevailing. 1n Kasai area, 1COCA and PiTaPa are prevailing and 

in Kanto area, Suica and P ASMO are prevailing. Edy has relatively a big share in both 

areas. 

The reasons of using electronic money are “ Able to use as a ticket for a railway and 

/or bus" and “ Able to settle payment without having change". Comparing Kansai area 

with Kanto area, the former one selects items “ Because it is a post-paid style" and 

“ Charging money is troublesome" much more than the latter one. It may be because 

PiTaPa, which is well used in Kansai area, is a “ Post-paid style" and has also the style 
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that “ charging money is not required". 

The important points when using electronic money are “ Able to use when buying at 

the shop usually used",“There are many shops in which electronic money can be used". 

Heavy users select “ Able to confirm purchase history",“Able to confirm residual 

money",“Reliable company issues electronic money",“Able to change by various means", 

which contain rather high needs. 

The expectations for electronic money in the future are as follows. “ Combine plural 

electronic money",“1ncrease the amount of shops in which electronic money can be 

used",“Add additional service such as points, discounts" and “ Strengthen security" 訂e

the dominant answers. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Electronic money usage is widespread at present in J apan such as 1C tra伍c cards on the 

railroad. 1n addition to the usage for railroads. payment by electronic money has become 

possible in such places as convenience stores, supermarkets and restaurants. 

This paper analyzed the thought of consumers for about the 1C cards, which had a 

big influence on the buying behavior of consumers. For this purpose, we created a 

questionnaire survey of using 1C card on purchasing. We utilized the text mining method 

such as Key Graph. 

Some interesting and instructive results were obtained. The important point when 

using electronic money are “ Able to use when buying at the shop usually used". “ There 

are many shops in which electronic money can be used",“There are many places when 

we can change money",“Points are added",“Combine plural electronic money" , 

“1ncreased amount of shops in which electronic money can be used". They seek 

convenience and high level reliability. 

These are utilized for constructing a much more e妊ective and useful 1C card system 

which should be popularized by consumers. 

1n conclusion, we appreciate Mr. Yuji Higuchi and Mr. Kazuya Akaishi for their 

helpful support of work. 
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APPENDIX: Questionnaire about Using Electronic Money by IC card 

Please answer the following questions. Please write down 0 to the answering items. Plural 

selection is allowed for Question 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 17. Select (~( of the right column for 

the Question 7, 8, 10, 11. 

4. Why is that? 
Q4 ①'Ableωuse 部 a ticket おr a railway and/町 b山
②'Ableωsettle p可ments wi白'Outhaving change 
③'Ableωget additi'Onal p'Oints 
( 'Able t'O砿char沼e p'Oints with 'Other g'O'Ods/services 
⑤'Ableω 田e when buying at 位le sh'Op usually used 
⑥Onlyhave伽t胎ld 'Ofelec住'Onicm'Oney
( Because it is a pre-paid style (n'Ot credit card style) 
③B田ause 託 is a p'Ost-paid style 
( Charging m'Oney is 甘'Oubles'Ome
( Miscellane'Ous ( ) 
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5. What kind of method do you most 0貨阻 usewh回 rid恒2on a railway? 

Q5<pr・e-paid吻le>①S凶ca ②PASMO ③ICOCA くpost-paid style>(IPiTaPa 

6. Why is that? 
Q6 ( IAblet'O use 邸 aticket f'Or a railway and/'Or bus 
②IAbleωsettle pa;戸ne凶swi世l'Outha吋ngchange
③IAbleω 酔t additi'Onal p'Oints 
④Ableω 位ch佃gep'O泊ts with 'Other g'O'Ods/sぽvi印S
( IAble t'O use when riding 'On 誼lerailway
⑥Ableωuse 柑1enri仙沼'Onthe b田
( Only have that kind 'Of electr'Onic m'Oney 
③Because 江 is a pre-paid style (n'Ot credit card style) 

⑨B邸側e it 包 apωt四paid style 
( Charging m'Oney 包仕oubles'Ome
( 'Able t'O use via m'Obile ph'One 
⑫Mis回llane'O国

ou know the electronic mone' 

Q7 

ou want to use the electronic mone 

Q8 

9. Why is that? 
Q9 ①IAblet'O国e atc'Onver岨ence st'Ores 
②IAbleωse剖epayments 叫.th'Outhaving change 
( IAble t'O get additi'Onal p'Oints 
( Able t'O exchange p'Oints wi社1 '0也.er g'O'Ods/services 
⑤IAbleωuse when buying 創出e sh'Opus田町田吋
⑥αùyhave伽t kind of ele叫onicm'Oney
( Because it is a pre-paid style (n'Ot credit card style) 
(Miscellane'Ous ( ) 
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12. Whyis it? 
Q12 ①Ableωuse at Genera1 Merchandise Store 
②'Ableωsettle pa:戸nents wi也outha吋ng change 
( 'Able to get additiona1 points 
④'Ableωexchangepo加ts wi也 other goods/s唱rvices
⑤'Ableω 田e when buying at the shop 山田lly used 
⑥Onlyhave 也at kind of electronic money 
⑦>Because 江 is a pre-paid style (not credit card style) 
( Miscellaneous ( ) 

13. What is an important point when y側 use electronic money? 
Q13 ( Able to use when buying at 血eshop 山田lly used 

②官lere 訂e many shops in which elec仕onic money can be used 
③Easyωhandle 
④百lere are many pl都町 when wec組 chargemon可
( 'Points are added 
⑥Se叩rity is s悦n糾lened
( Discount 
( Able to charge by various means 
( 'Ableto COI温rmresidua1 money 
( Reliable company issues electronic money 
⑪Conve凶側to settle debts 
('Ample service besides points and discounts 
⑬劫le to use via rnobile phone 
( 'Ableto co凶rmpurch脱出tory
⑮M明r people use 註
( Upper bound re位iction 叶1回国ing
( Have a variety of rnoney charging s釘vic回
( Miscellaneous ( ) 

14. Where do you use electronic mon町 mostoften? 
Q14 ( Convenience 仰向②Super market ( Shop in s匂.tion ④Bo位蜘e ⑤Libr町⑥Vending

Machine ( Miscellaneous 

in a month? 
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17. What do you 阻pectfor electronic money 旭 thefu佃re?

Q17 ( Combine plural elec加nicmon町
②S加時由ensecurity 
( 'Add additional services such 田 po凶， dis∞醐
(Increased amount of s加ps in which el即位onic money can be used 
(Increased places where users can charge money 
( Easy explanation on how to 山e
( Combination of credit card 白nction and cash card function 
( Certification of card owner using 血e electronic money card when the user uses net b創立ing
(Increased kinds of mobile phone by which user can use eI目的凶cmoney
( 'Age certification by electronic money card when 血e user uses Liqu町 or Tobacco vending 
machines 
⑪'Ableωuseωpa;戸19tax 
⑫IAge 印凶fication by electronic money card when the 田er倒的into a bar or an adult movie 
白.eater

( IAble to use by mobile phone 
⑭IAbleωωnfrrm purchase hisωry 
( Many people use 託
( Upper bound restriction when using 
( Have a variety of money ch紅gingsぽviωs
⑮Mis田llaneous ( ) 

<Sex>( Male ( Female 
Citv : 
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